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1. He illustrated various works of William Shakespeare, Sir Walter Scott, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. A full-fledged work of his
'llature style can be described as a lavish, violent, colorful canvas in which women, slaves, animals, jewels, and fabrics are combined
ill a swirling, almost delirious composition. His painting portrays the decision made by an ancient king to have his possessions
(including his women) destroyed before he kills himself. FTP name this French Romantic painter of The Death of Sardanapalus and
Liberty Leading the People.
\Delacroix\

2. He requested and was entrusted by the Athenians with the command of 70 ships, with which he attacked the island of Paros in the
Aegean Sea for the purpose of avenging a private grudge. The expedition failed, and he received a severe leg injury. On his return to
Athens he was fined for using the fleet for a personal end, and soon thereafter he died from his injury. FTP name this leader of the
Athenians at Marathon.
\Miltiades\
3. A Village in Somerset, a country house.in the Cots wolds with a rose garden, a group of rocks off the coast of Massachusetts, and a
community near Huntingdon established in the 17th c. are places. Burnt Norton, East Coker, The Dry Salvages, and Little Gidding are
the actual place names, but they are also poems with five movements that together comprise this work. FTP what is this work
considered the masterpiece ofT.S. Eliot?
\The Four Quartets\
4. He made the first preparations of many acids including benzoic, citric, gallic, hydrofluoric, oxalixic, and tartaric acids. This Swede
also discovered that air consists mainly of 2 gases, one that supports combustion and one that does not. FTP who isolated chlorine and
oxygen and prepared glycerine, hydrogen sulfide, and hydrocyanic acid?
\Carl Wilhelm Scheele\
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5. He courts Claire de Cintre in Paris, whose older brother and mother deem him socially unacceptable. Valentin, Claire's younger
brother, tells this title character how he can blackmail the family into approving the marriage with Claire. FTP name this novel whose
French family the Bellegardes are unswayed by the protagonist Christopher Newman written by Henry James.
\The American\
6. He wrote The Civil War in France in 1871 and also co-wrote The German Ideology. FTP name this co-writer of The Communist
Manifesto.
\Karl Marx\
7. American Sgt. Edward Younger selected it from 4, and it was brought to the US Capitol. Over it bears the inscription "Here rests in
honored glory, an American soldier known but to God." Later there was an unknown soldier from WWII, the Korean, and Vietnam
Wars buried near the WWI one.
\Unknown Soldier\
8. This work contrasts the yearning toward asceticism and self- sacrifice with the need for sensual exploration as a young woman
struggles with conflicting feelings about the man who wants to marry her. FTP name this tale by Andre Gide, published in 1909 as La
Porte etroite.
\Strait Is the Gate\
9. Grant had been pursuing Lee since the battle at Spotsylvania Court House earlier in May. Grant, on May 31-the beginning ofthis
battle, confronted the Confederate army, entrenched in positions along the line of Totopotomoy Creek. Fought NE of Richmond, V A,
Grant subsequently agreed with military critics that his losses at this battle were unjustified in terms of results achieved. It was one of
the bloodiest military engagements of the American Civil War. FTPnamethis battle fought from May 31 to June 12, 1864.
\Cold Harbor\
10. Guido, a director who is making a science fiction film, suffers from a creative block, lapses into daydreams and fantasizes about
his wife, his mistress, and the actresses in his film. Claudia Cardinale and Marcello Mastroiani starred in this film whose famous
"Harem Scene" occurs near the end of it. FTP name this 1963 film directed by Federico Fellini.
\81/2\

(11. Trapped in a barren 20-yr-old marriage, Doc drowns his disappointment in alcohol and fantasizes about Marie, their young
~boarder. Lola sublimates her pain over her empty ife in pining for her lost dog. When in a drunken outburst Doc wrecks their home
and nearly kills Lola, the couple are forced to see their lives clearly and to realize their mutual dependence. FTP name this William
Inge drama whose dog in the title is the name of one of my dogs.

\Com~ Back, Little Sheba\

12. Given an Indian state name it's capital for 10 pts., if you need more clues youll get 5.
10: West Bengal
5: It is the largest city on the Hooghly River, near the Bay of Bengal
\Calcutta\
10: Madhya Pradesh
5: It is the site of a Union Carbide accident
\Bhopal\
10: Maharashtra
5: It is the leading' financial center of India and lies on the West Coast on or near the Arabian Sea.
\Bombay\
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13. He studied with the Italian composer Alfredo Soffredini. His most important work is an opera based on a play by Giovanni Verga.
FTP name this proponent of verismo, whose works include Iris, L'Amico Fritz, and Cavalleria Rusticana.
\pietro Mascagni\
14. Each of this novel's 5 sections is written in a 3rd-person voice that reflects the age and emotional state of its protagonist, from the
first childhood memories written in simple, childlike language to the main character's final decision to leave Dublin for Paris to devote
his life to art, written in abstruse, Latin- sprinkled, stream-of-consciousnessprose. It was published serially in The Egoist in 19141915 and in book form in 1916. FTP name this novel considered by many the greatest bildungsroman in the English language
featuring the early years of Stephen Dedalus.
\A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man\
15. He was born in Natnia, Umbria, to parents of senatorial rank. Because of his advanced age and feeble health when he became
emperor, he was not vigorous enough to repress the demands of the Praetorian Guard, who had favored his predecessor and insisted on
the execution of the assassins of his predecessor, retained in office by Nerva. Wishing to place the government in strong hands, he
adopted as his son and successor the commander of the Roman legions on the Rhine Ri ver. He ruled for three months with his son,
who then succeeded him. FTP name this first of the so- called good emperors ruling from 96-98 AD.
.
\Nerva\
16. This religion's doctrine is derived from four basic scriptures: the Pearl of Great Price, the Doctrine and Covenants (135 revelations (
and other statements, almost all of them issued by Joseph Smith in the 1830s and early 1840s), the Bible, and the Book of Mormon.
\Mormonism\
17. It is an apparatus in which a heavy flywheel rotates at high speed resisting change of direction of axis. FTP name this 1852
invention of Jean Foucault.
\gyroscope\
18. In 1675, he married Sarah Jennings, lady in waiting to Princess and later Q Anne. In 1682, he was created a peer, and in 1685 a
Baron. He helped suppress Monmouth's rebellion but later abandoned James II for William III. FTP who was appointed captian
general ofthe British forces and supreme commander ofthe allied forces during the War of the Spanish Succession?
\John Churchill, 1st duke of Marlborough\
19. After receivng a doctoral degree from the U of Turin, he worked as a cultural editor for Italian Radio-TV. In 1971, he assumed a
professorial post at the U. of Bologna. His initial studies were in aesthetics, his principal work in this area being The Open Work.
FTP name this writer of A Theory of Semiotics, The Name of the Rose, and Foucault's Pendulum.
\Umberto Eco(1932- )\
20. In May 1996, he was made C~evalier(Knight) de la Legion dHonneur. The Cannes Film Festival chief pinned it on him saying,
liThe first time you came to Cannes was a disaster. It was in 1969 for That Cold Day in the Park' and one reel caught fire, preventing
people from seeing the end of the film. He responded, "Fra has been my haven. Fra has been my friend. It is with the greatest respect
that I accept this honor. Vive La Frail. FTP name this director of Kansas City and Pret a Porter.
\Robert Altman\
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